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While group chat is becoming increasingly popular for team collaboration, these systems generate long streams
of unstructured back-and-forth discussion that are difficult to comprehend. In this work, we investigate ways
to enrich the representation of chat conversations, using techniques such as tagging and summarization, to
enable users to better make sense of chat. Through needfinding interviews with 15 active group chat users,
who were shown mock-up alternative chat designs, we found the importance of structured representations,
including signals such as discourse acts. We then developed Tilda, a prototype system that enables people
to collaboratively enrich their chat conversation while conversing. From lab evaluations, we examined the
ease of marking up chat using Tilda as well as the effectiveness of Tilda-enabled summaries for getting an
overview. From a field deployment, we found that teams actively engaged with Tilda both for marking up
their chat as well as catching up on chat.
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INTRODUCTION

Group chat applications have seen considerable growth in recent years, especially for coordinating
information work. By enabling quick, team-wide message exchange in different channels, these
applications promise to minimize the frictions of group communication, particularly for distributed
and remote teams. Many organizations use systems such as Slack [6], HipChat [3], Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) [59], Microsoft Teams [5], and Google Hangouts Chat [2] to make decisions, answer
questions, troubleshoot problems, coordinate activity, and socialize. As of 2016, Slack alone reported
having over 4 million daily users [47].
However, chat systems can have a number of downsides. Unlike email or forums, chat is predominantly synchronous, with a heightened expectation for quick responses and a high volume
of back-and-forth messages exchanged in rapid succession [10]. As a result, chat logs are often
comprised of a great many short messages forming multiple distinct yet intertwined conversation
threads, with little distinction made between messages that are important and those that are not.
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